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INTKODUCTION 
In I14 ] Wielandt proved that a subgroup H of a finite group G is 
subnormal in G if and only if for each g E G and h E H there exists an 
integer m with 1 g, ,,,h j f H. Several authors have investigated his criterion 
in other classes of groups, e.g.. 13-61. Here we consider linear groups. both 
finite and infinite. 
WC use the following otation. Let G be a group artd H a subgroup of G. 
Write: 
H asc G 
Hsn G 
H <:‘” G
G w H 
if H is an ascendant subgroup of C. 
if H is a subnormal subgroup of G. 
if H is subnormal in G Gf depth at most m, 
if for each g E G and h E H there exists ?n E 4 .with 
lgvrnhl E H,
GwH if for each h E H there exists vz E ,‘h such that for eii 
gEG we have Ig,,hjEH, 
GW, JY ifforaligCGandhtHwehave !g.,hfEHand 
G w If if there xists m E P, with G w,! il. 
I apologise for introducing yet another notation. but i intend the above to 
bc more systematic. In particular the w notation is supposed to mirror a
standard Engel notation (e.g.. 18, p. 1 IO]) with a W for Wietandt rep!acinp 
the E for Engel. I‘he following implications are trivial. 
II <me- II sn C ~-----===a H asc G 
II 
d 6 
j 
Gw,“H ======a Giwl H -7-G w I-l- GwH 
‘l’he object is to produce partial converses of these implications. 
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1.1 LEMMA. There xists aninteger-valued function s(m, n) of m and n 
only such that if G is a finite linear g oup of degree n and if H is a subgroup 
of G with G w, H then H (I’(~,~’ G. 
The bound in 1.1 depends onm and n. For example, G&(2, C) contains a 
dihedral subgroup Dj of order 2’+‘. If Hi is generated by a non-central 
involution of Di then H, is subnormal onDi of depth exactly i.Also if 
Wi = C (’ K,, where 1CJ = 2 and Ki is elementary belian oforder 2[-‘, then 
Wj w2 Ki and the subnormal depth of K, is exactly i. The lemma enables u
to state our first theorem. 
1.2 THEOREM. Let G be a linear g oup of degree n, let H be a subgroup 
of G and denote the (Zariski) closure of H in G by H. If G w, H then 
g ~S(m,n) G.
In fact we obtain this conclusion f rcertain other subgroups ofG 
associated with H, see 4.2 and 4.3, but not for H itself. There xist linear 
groups G with subgroups H such that G w2 H and H = N,(H) and there 
exist finitely generated linear g oups G with non-ascendant subgroups H 
satisfying G w H, see 8.1 and 8.3, and in both cases there exist such G 
represented ov rZ. The situation s little better ifG is soluble. There is a 
metabelian li ear g oup G with a subgroup H such that G wz H and 
H =N,(H) and with a non-subnormal subgroup K such that Gw,K and 
K asc G; see 8.2 and 8.7. All the above xamples can be found with degree 2.
However, our examples leave the possibility that one can deduce something 
about r? from G /w H or even from G w H for arbitrary H. We also leave 
open the possibility thatfor finitely generated linear g oups G we have 
H asc G (or even H sn G) whenever G w, H. This is not possible if there 
exists anm-Engel group that is not locally nilpotent. 
The soluble examples mentioned above require a relatively large 
representing field. Soluble groups over small ground-rings behave nicely, and
then only the solubility restriction on H is required. 
1.3 THEOREM. Let G be a linear group of degree n and let H be a 
soluble-by-finite subgroup of G such that either (i) G or (ii) H is finitely 
generated. 
(a) IfGwH then HascG. 
(b) IfGjwH then HsnG. 
(c) If G w, H then H ad G, where d is determined by m, n and G in 
Case (i), m n and H in Case (ii). 
In fact we prove 1.3 under somewhat weaker assumptions; see 6.2. It is 
not possible to deduce H sn G from G w H even if both G and H are finitely 
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generated an soluble; s e8.5. Also the infinite dihedral groups shows that if 
Zi sn G the depth of H cannot be bounded in terms of ?z and G in Case (ii. h’
in Case (ii) only; see 8.8. 
1.4 THEOREM. Let G be a subgroup of GL(n. @) and !et H be a soluble- 
by-jinite subgroup of G. 
(a) If G w H then H asc G. 
(b) ZJGiw H then HsnG. 
(c) If G w, H then H ad G, where d is determined by m and n O&J. 
Examples 8.5 and 8.8 show that in 1.4, G w H does not imply H sn G and 
d must depend on m even for afixed G. Using 1.4 one can extend part of 
141. Following mainly 171 we use the following notation. S,:is the class of 
groups with a series offinite l ngth w ose factors are either torsion-free 
abelian offinite rank or torsion abelian with each primary component of
finite rank. G, is defined asG,, except the torsion abelian factors in the series 
are also required to involve only afinite number of primes. Szis the class of
soluble groups with aseries offinite length w ose factors satisfy either the 
maximal or the minimal condition on subgroups G is the class of solubie 
groups of finite rank. 6, is the class of torsion-free-by-finite G;,-groups. 3 i  
the class of finite groups. Then 
1.5 COROLLARY. Let G E S&J and let H be a .subgmup o/G. 
(a) if G w H then H asc G. 
[f GE S,Fj theit 
(b) GjwH implies H nG 
and 
(c) G w, H implies H 4’ G. where d depends 01~1~ onm and G. 
McCaughan and McDougall prove 1.5(b) under the stronger hypothesis 
that GE G,s. There exists GE c with a non-subnormal subgroup fi 
satisfying G jw H; see 8.6. Also the inEnite dihadral group lies inSz r?S(SO 
WC cannot delete he dependence on m in Part (c). The following s an 
immediate corollary of 1.4 and [ 10, 1.1). 
1.6 COROLLARY. Let X E 6,ij. Let G be a subgroup of the holomorph oJ 
X and let H be a soluble-by-finite subgroup of G. 
(a) If G w H then H asc G. 
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(b) IfG/wHthen HsnG. 
(c) If G w, H then H ad G, where ddepends onm and X only. 
There is not much scope for generalising 1.6since if X is the direct 
product of two Priifer pm-groups then Aut X is isomorphic toGL(2, H,), 
where Z, is the ring of p-adic integers. GL(2, Zp) contains copies of 
examples 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.7, 8.8 and, ifpf2, 8.5. 
2. GROUPRING LEMMAS 
If G is any group and m is any positive integer, set 
gm = 2 (g- 1)” X, 
ZG denoting the integral groupring ofG. Write g for g1 . 
2.1. If G isfinite of order t we have gf(f-“(m-l’ C g,,,. 
This is a weak form of [ 11, Lemma 31. 
2.2 (Gruenberg). Set 
In=2 
m* = n (m - i)2i if ma2 
i=O 
= 1 if m=l. 
If G is abelian then m* . g2”-’ E 9,. 
See [2, Lemma 4.11. 
2.3. If G is a d-generator belian group then gdm C g,,, . 
ProoJ This can be proved by direct alculation. Alternatively consider 
the split extension W of A = ZG/g,,, by G. For each element g of a fixed 
generating setof G the group (g) A is normal in W and nilpotent of class at 
most m. By Fitting’s Theorem W is nilpotent of class at most dm and the 
result follows. 
3. GROUP THEORETICAL LEMMAS 
For 3.1 to 3.5 below let G be a group, A a normal subgroup of G and H a 
subgroup of G such that G =AH. 
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3. I. if A is finite and G w H then H sn G. 
This follows atonce from Wielandt’s Theorem applied toG/C,,@ ). 
3.2. Suppose that A is abelian d G/A is finite. I/G w H then H asc G. 
If G,wH then HsnG. 
Proof. A n, H 4 G, so WC may assume that A n H = (1). If G w H ther, 
A e G and if G 1 w H then A le G. By 12. 2.2 1. in the first case A cr i,,(G) and 
in the second A & cd(G) for some finite d,where c,(G) denotes the ith term of 
the upper centrai series ofG. The result follows. (3.2 can also be derived 
from 2.1.) 
3.3. Suppose A is a subgroup of a vector space V of finite dfmensim i? 
such that he action of H on A extends to one of H on V. If A r\ H = (I > and 
GwH then H <“G. 
Proof: We may assume that A generates V as vector space. Since 
A n H = (1 ), the group H acts unipotently on V. Thus ! V, ,!H j= (1) and 
H<“G. 
3.4. Suppose A is a direct product of n Pri$er py,-groups. rf G w H then 
H-=z~‘~‘GandifGIwHthenH(1,G. 
ProcJ A n H c G, so WC may assume A r! H = (1). We may also 
factor out by C,,(A) and assume that H acts faithfully on A. If 
Ai= (aEA:a”‘= l} then A i is finite, H sn Aiff by 3. ! and 
A = U; A i c c,(G). Thus H a“ G. Now assume G ! w H. After a choice of 
basis of A we may regard H as a subgroup of GL(n. ~2’~). If hE H there 
exists m such that !A: ,h] = (1). Then (h - 1)” = 0 in the matrix ring (S,j,, 
and H is unipotent. Since 8, is a principal ideal domain there xists 
.Y E GL(n. ~~~~ such that If” is unitriangular. Thus IA. ?Hj = (1) and 
H a” G. 
3.5. If A is an abelian GO-group and G w H then H asc G. in ,fact. 
Ha”” G for some finite r.
Proof 5, is quotient closed so we may assume that A n H I- (! ;. IC 
qE~letA,=jaEA:aY=1}.ThenA,isfinitesoby3.1wehaveIisnA,il’ 
and A, & i,(A,H). Let T= UA, be the torsion subgroup of A. Then 
Tcr: &,(TH) and H cti’ TH. Also A/T is torsion-free of finite rank and 
A n TH = T, so TH/T sn G/T by 3.3 and the result foliows. 
A simple induction using 3.2 for the initial case and 3.5 for the induction 
step yields 
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3. COROLLARY. If G E GO?@ and G w H then H asc G. 
Corollary IS(a) is a special case of this. Reference [4, Theorem 61 
follows in asimilar way. The remainder of 1.5 is less trivial. 
4. ARBITRARY LINEAR GROUPS 
4.1 Proof of 1.1. We may assume that G is a subgroup ofGL(n, F), 
where n> 1 and F is an algebraically losed field. Suppose first that G is 
soluble. By Mal’cev’s Theorem [S, 3.61 G has a triangularizable normal
subgroup T of index bounded by a function ,u(n) of n only. Let U be the 
unipotent radical ofT. Then U is nilpotent of class at most IZ - 1; let Z
denote its centre and set K = H r7 T. 
Now H n Z is normal in HZ. Also Gw, H implies that [z, h] E H n Z 
for all zE Z and h E H. By 2.1 (or 2.2, if you prefer) the hypercentre of 
KZ/(H n Z) contains Z/(H n Z). If char F =p > 0 then Z is a p-group and 
K/C,(Z) is a p/-group. Thus [Z, K] 2 H n Z. If char F = 0 then Z = (1). 
Since K 4 H we have K Q HZ in both cases. Now apply 2.1 to the action 
of H/K on KZ/K. We obtain [Z, tH] s K n Z c H, where 
t = flu(n)@(n) - l (m - 1). 
Thus H 4’ HZ. A simple induction on the class of U yields H (1’~ ‘) HU. 
Since T/U is abelian 2.1 applied tothe action fH/K on T/(Tn HU) shows 
that [T, rH] E Tn HU and HU Qf HT. Finally HT Qrfn) G since 
(G : T) <,u(n) and we have shown that H (lrn+r(n) G. 
Now consider the insoluble case. We know H sn G so suppose 
By a lemma of Kargapolov [8,9.29] there exists a function k(n) of n only 
such that at most k(rt) ofthe factors Hi/Hi_, are insoluble. Suppose Hi/H,_, 
is soluble for r< i < s. Then there exists L i3 H, with L c H, and HJL 
soluble. By a theorem of P. Hall (or [8, 9.201) there xists a soluble 
subgroup S of G with LS=H,. By the soluble case 
(HrnS)Q ‘* +J&z) H n S). But L a H, and Hi = L (Hi n S) for i= r, s, so ( s 
H,. utn+r(n) H,. We have now shown that H Qs(m7n) G,where 
s(m, n) = (k(n) + l>Cu(n>Cu(n) - l)(m - l>n +@I> + k(n). 
4.2. Let R be aJinitely generated integral domain, let G be a subgroup of 
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GL(n, I?) and let H be a subgroup of G with G w, Ii. Then !? C’!!“‘“’ G. 
ri-here 
R = n H(G n (1 + (m),)), 
the intersection bei g taken ocer all the maximal ideals m of R. 
Here and throughout s(m, n) is any function satisfying 1. i;(m), is the n by E 
matrix ring over m. 
PUOOJ”. Reducing matrix entries modulo m determines a homomorphism 
G:‘ G into GL(n, R/m). By 4.1 we have HO,,, o’(“‘,“’ GQ,,, . Thus 
$G n (1 + (m),)) as(m-“) G and the conclusion follows. 
If XC GL(n, I;‘) we denote by &(X) the intersection of all the Zariski 
closed subgroups ofGI,(rz. F) containing X. 
4.3. Let F be a Jeld, G a subgroup of GLjn, F) and H u subgroup of G 
with G w,, H. Set L = U ,, (Y CT .&(H r\ Y)), is-here the union runs over all 
the finitely generated subgroups Y of G. Then L c s’m.nl G. 
L necessarily is a subgroup of G n.v’;.(H) and frequently is much smaller. 
For example if G is periodic then G is locally finite bySchur’s Theorem and 
L = H. Trivially H s L. 
ProoJ Let Y be any finitely generated subgroup .of G. Then 
Y G GL(n. R) for soenitely generated subring R of F. In the obvious 
notation 4.2 yields H n Y -cI~‘(“‘*“’ Y. But 
Hf-‘Y&i%c Yn&‘,-,(Hn Y)= Yn-d>(Hn Y) 
by Lemma 1 of 191. Thus 
Y n ,$;-(HT) = Y ,c-‘I S$ (H I? Y) 
and so Y n .&,..(H f7 Y) <s(m.nt Y by [S. 5.10 1. Therefore 
~~(Yn.AfF(HnY))=L 
)' 
Consequently L (I*(~*” G as required. 
4.4 Proof of 1.2. Assume the notation f4.3. Since H g L c G 3 .c+ (ii) 
we have G n .M,JL) = G n.dt.(H). The result now follows from 4.3 and 
[a, 5.101. 
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5. NORMAL CLOSURE 
5.1 PROPOSITION. Let G be a linear g oup of degree n and suppose that 
H is a subgroup of G with a soluble normal subgroup S of jmite index. If 
G w H then the normal closure K = Ho has a soluble normal subgroup T of 
finite index such that (K : T) is bounded by a function f n and (H : S) only. 
We break the proof into three pieces. 
Assume G is finite. By Wielandt’s Theorem H is subnormal inG and a 
simple induction shows that every composition factor fK is isomorphic to a 
composition factor fH. Thus (H : S) bounds the orders ofthe non-abelian 
composition factors of K. A non-abelian chief factor fK must involve a 
prime other than the characteristic, and for each such primep the lementary 
abelian p-factors f G have rank at most n! + It, for example. Finally the 
number of non-abelian chief factors of K is bounded in terms of n only by 
Kargapolov’s lemma again [8,9.29] andconsequently the intersection of the
centralizers in K of the non-abelian chief factors ofK is soluble, andits 
index in K is bounded by an integer t that depends upon n and (H : S) only. 
We choose t monotonic n(H :S). 
The integer t above we carry through t e rest of the proof. 
Assume G is finitely generated. Let T be the unique maximal soluble 
normal subgroup ofK [8, 3.81. We prove that (K : T) < t. If not choose a set 
X of coset representatives of Tin K with 1x1 = t + 1. If # is a homorphism of
G into a finite linear g oup of degree n then by the above case and the 
monotonic choice oft there exist x,y E X such that x # y and yet (x-‘y)” 4 
is soluble. Thex and y depend on 4, of course. But G is super-residually 
finite linear ofdegree n [8,4.2], so there exists a et @ of 4 as above and a 
pair of elements x #y of X such that 0, ker 4= (1) and (x-‘y)” 4 is 
soluble for every 4E CD. For if not for each pair x# y of X there exists 
k Cx,yl E K\(l) such that whenever # is as above with (~-ry)~ 4 soluble w
have k[,.& = 1. But by [8,4.2] and the finiteness of X there exists 4 with 
k,,,,,$ # 1for all {x, y}. This contradiction proves the existence of @. By 
[8, 3.71, for example (x- ‘y)” is soluble so(~-‘y)~ E T. This contradiction 
of the choice ofX completes his part of the proof. 
The general case. Let X be any finitely generated subgroup ofK. Then 
there exists a finitely generated subgroup G,of G such that if H, = G, n H 
and K, = Hy’, then XC K, . By the previous case and the choice oft there is 
a soluble normal subgroup TIof K, with (K, : T,) < t. Thus X contains a 
soluble normal subgroup Y =Xn T, with (X : Y) & t. This is for any such X
and therefore K contains a (locally) soluble normal subgroup T with 
(K : T) < t. 
Pr00J’. y 3.2 we have HN asc G in the first case and 
second, sowe may assume that G = HN~ 
of N. Lee Z be the centre ofN. By inductio 
assume therefore that G = HZ, where H/ 
abelian normal subgroup K/C,(Z) of finite index, 
C~~(~/(~ n Z)). l-h us assume C,(Z) = (I>? so in pa 
If k E K then (k)Z is normal in KZ. If GwH 
central group and if G /w H then (k) Z is nilpotent. Thus
in the first case 17, Vol. 1, p. 511 and ~~~~o~e~t in the second [1, VoL 1, 
p- 49 1. If G w W then clearly each upper ~-~e~~ral f ctor fZ is b~~e~~e~~ra~ 
as -module, while if G /w N each upper ~-~e~~rai f ctor fZ has finite 
central height by2.1. The result follows. 
theorem 13 follows immediately from &2. 
Proof. By 5.1 the normal closure HG is soluble by Finite in all cas 
kr be the ~~ipote~t radical of EP. Then P/U is abe~~a~ by agate and 
is finitely generated (cf. [S, 4. IO]). Thus parts (a) and (b) follow from 6.1~ 
Now let G w, H. We may assume by 5.1 that G is soluble by kite such 
that, using Mal’cev’s Theorem, G has a closed tr~a~~~~a~~~able normal
snb~~oup T of finite index bounded in terms o S), only, where s
is the m~~irnal soluble normal subgroup af osition 6 of 1 Kit] 
:S) is bounded in terms of n and R ielandt’s Theorem 
‘Si? G* 
Let U be the u~~pote~t radical ofr. Iet .Z be the e 
45; =z Hn T. We have seen that (W : K) < (G : YJ is bou 
Proposition 61 the minimal number f of venerators f 
K/(K fi 87) is bounded in terms of n and R. 
[Z,,K]cKnz=HnZ. 
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Thus we deduce that he subnormal depth of H in HZ is bounded by 
applying 2.1 to the action of H/K on each of [Z, K](H n Z)/ 
[Z, i+ ,K](H f? Z). An elementary induction on the class of U shows the 
depth of H in HU is bounded and a further application of 2.1, to the action 
of H/K on T/(T n HU), completes heproof. 
7. RATIONAL GROUPS 
1.1. Let F be a finite extension field of Q. Let X G Y s F be additive 
subgroups of F and let a # 1 be an element of F such that Ya c Y and 
Y(a - 1)” c X for some integer m.Then Y/X is finite. 
Proof. Since (F : Q!) < co there exists anireducible po ynomial f(T) over 
Q with f(a) = 0. We choose f with f E Z [ T] (but not necessarily manic). The 
polynomials T - 1 and f(T) are coprime since a # 1. Thus there exist h,
k E Z [T] and a positive nteger d such that 
d=(T-l)h(T)+f(T)k(T). 
Then dY(a - 1)’ E Y(a - l)‘+’ for each iand d”Y c X. But Y has finite rank 
at most (F : a), so Y/X is finite of order dividing dmcF’@. 
7.2 Proof of 1.4. We may replace G by HG, so by 5.1 we may assume 
that G is soluble by finite. Then G has a triangularizable normalsubgroup T 
of finite index. Let U be the unipotent part of T and Z the centre ofU. Now 
U can be unitriangularized over Q [8, 1.211, soU has finite rank at most . 
$z(n - 1). 
(a) By 3.5 we have H asc HZ. Induction on the class of U yields. 
H asc HU. By 3.2 we have HUIU asc G/U and so H asc G. 
(b) T is triangularizable over some finite extension field F of Q. Then U 
contains a central series {Z,} of finite length ofnormal subgroups of T such 
that for each ithe group Zi/Zi-  is isomorphic to an additive subgroup ofF, 
the group T/C,(Zi/Zi- ,) is isomorphic to a multiplicative subgroup ofF and 
the action fT on Zi/Zi-, isgiven by multiplication in F. With K = H fI T 
we have K I? Z, normal in KZ, and for each k E K there exists m with 
[Z,,,k]sKnZ,. If [Z,,K]#(l) then by 7.1 the group Z,/(KnZ,) is 
finite and 3.1 shows that K sn KZ, . Induction yields K sn KU. Thus there 
exists aninteger e with [Z, eK] c H f-l Z; recall Z is the centre ofU. Then 
2.1 applied tothe action fH/K on each of 
shows that [Z,fH] E H n Z for some integer f and so H sn HZ. The usual 
induction yields H sn HU and 3.2 applied toG/H completes heproof. 
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y [13; Proposition 2, Corollary I 
bounded in terms of n only. Also ( 
before. Set 
l=(H:K)((N:K)- I)( 
By 2.1 fop each i we have 
Thus by 2.2 we have 
e have seen that U has bounded rank, so 
has iinite order x say, bounded in terms of FE and n. Now sn G by 
Part (b), so X is H-hypercentral and [X, x = (1) CQnse~~e~tly 
u*“-“~~HZ and the usual induction bounds the ~~b~orrnal depth of 
By 2.1 again HU U’ MT and T u(~‘~) G ~~~~ia~~y~ The proof is 
.3 Proof of 1.5 Parts (b) and (c). 
T group G contains a normal subgro 
of a Tar-rite number, say s, of Priifer group 
r some pz to a subgroup of Gk(n, Q) 
pealed use of 3.4 yields N (1’ EL4 and the result follows from 1.4, 
8. EXAMPLES 
8.1. As Peng [S] points out, if W is the wreath product of a cyclic group 
of prime order p by a countable infinite, elementary abelian p-group M then 
p K and yet K = N,(K). If G is a free group of ~o~~tab~e rank map G 
orphicaliy onto W and let N be the inverse image of K in 6. Then 
and N = N,(H). But G is isomorpbi~ toa linear g oup sf degre 
over quite small rings, for example Z; cf. [8, 2.8, 2.9 and Exercise 2.3 1~ 
8.2. Repeat he construction of 8.1 using for G a free metabe~~a~ group 
of countable rank. This G is also isomorphic toa linear group of de 
[8,2. E 11 but over a much larger ring, e.g., R.To obtain a soluble example sn 
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characteristic p > 0, replace G by a free group of countable rank in the 
variety generated by the two words 
[x, y]” and [[w,xl, b,zll* 
8.3. There xists a finitely generated Engel group E that is not nilpotent 
(Golod [ 11). By [7,6.1 l]there is a cyclic non-ascendent subgroup L of E. 
Let G be a free group offinite rank the minimal number of generators of E 
and let H be the inverse image of L in G under some homomorphism ofG
onto E. Then G w H but H is not ascendant i  G. 
8.4. Let 
: a a 2th power oot of 1 in C 
and 
G is periodic, being an infinite locally dihedral group. Here G w H and 
H asc G but H is not subnormal inG. The group C,, 16, affords a imilar 
example for any prime p; see [5, p. 2301. 
8.5. Let 
and 
Then G is metabelian, H asc G but H is not subnormal in G. For if 
and B = H . AG then A 4 B (I G and B/A is an infinite locally dihedral 
group. Thus 8.5 follows from 8.4. 
8.6. If pi is the ith prime let Ai be cyclic oforder pj and let Bi be the 
Sylow pi-subgroup of Aut Ai. If G, is the split extension of Ai by Bi then Bi 
is subnormal in Gi of depth i exactly. Nowlet G be the direct product ofall 
the G, and set H = (Bi : i = 1, 2,...). Then G is a metabelian group of finite 
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rank and H is a subgroup of G with G !w Ii and H asc G such that H is noi 
subnormal in G. 
8.7. There exists a countable m tabelian linear g oup cf degree 2 with a 
non-subnormal subgroup H such that G wz H and .H asc G. For let 
Wi - Ci 2 Xi, where Ci has order 2and Ki is elementary abelian oforder 2’. 
Let 14’ be the direct product of the Wi over i = 1, 2.... . Choose a free 
metabeiian group G mapping homomorphically onto W and let H be the 
inverse image of (Ki: i= 1, 2....). 
8.8. Let 
where x is 120: a root of unity. Set G = (a, b), G is an infinite dihedral group. 
For all i> i, if Hi = (a2’, b). then G j w Hi and H, 41’ ’ G. To construct an 
example with fixed H note that ail the Hi above are isomorphic. Thus le: 
Gi = (G, diag(x,, X; I)), where xi” = ,Y and set H = G. Then Gi 1 w H and 
Ii &I--- j Gi for all i> 1. 
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